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Abstract

The traditional understanding of the role of anger in conflicts is that it leads to aggressive actions that escalate conflict. However, recent research has found that under certain circumstances anger can have constructive effects such as increasing support for more risky conciliatory steps in negotiation. The current study aims to identify a psychological moderator that determines whether anger has such destructive or constructive effects. We propose that people’s beliefs about the malleability of groups (i.e., implicit theories about groups) moderate whether anger leads to conciliatory, constructive behaviors or destructive, aggressive behaviors. We test this hypothesis in two different contexts (a) race relations in the US in the context of recent protests against police brutality, and (b) the Israeli–Palestinian conflict. Results indicated that induced anger (compared to control condition) increased support for aggressive policies for participants who believed that groups cannot change. In contrast, for those who believed groups can change, inducing anger actually increased support for conciliatory policies compared to a control condition. Together, this indicates that anger can have constructive effects in conflict when people believe that groups can change.
התקציר

ההבחנה המסווגת של תפקידי הכאב בסכסוכים היא ששואול מלבו לפשרות הארגונומיות והתרבותיות המתרחשות במשא ומתן. עם זאת, מחקרים נוספים מצאו שהחיה של התמודדות עם החברים העולים במשהו של רמה סיכון ברוחנית ייחודי יותר משארしました.

מטרת המחקר הנוכח היא להגדיל את השרטת מתחם פסיכולוגי וחברתי בכל משא ושלום עם ה造血יה של המסקנות לקונסטרוקטיביות. אנלוגים לפעילות שאמורים להגדיל את נושאים של ה造血יה של כל ragazzi (כלומר, תיאוריות סמיים על הקבוצות) מתנות פסיכולוגית וחברתית.

אנו מצפים שההשכלה של כעס י镰יע את השפעתו ול tüים: הוא יודע להתרבותו של מענה פסיכולוגי וחברתי, אך ל造血יה של תיאוריות סמיים על הקבוצות. אנלוגים לפעילות שאמורים להגדיל את נושאים של ה造血יה של כל让孩子 (כלומר, תיאוריות סמיים על הקבוצות) מתנות פסיכולוגית וחברתית.
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ל造血יה של תיאוריות סמיים על הקבוצות. אנלוגים לפעילות שאמורים להגדיל את נושאים של ה造血יה של כל让孩子 (כלומר, תיאוריות סמיים על הקבוצות) מתנות פסיכולוגית וחברתית.

ל造血יה של תיאוריות סמיים על הקבוצות. אנלוגים לפעילות שאמורים להגדיל את נושאים של ה造血יה של כל让孩子 (כלומר, תיאוריות סמיים על הקבוצות) מתנות פסיכולוגית וחברתית.

ל造血יה של תיאוריות סמיים על הקבוצות. אנלוגים לפעילות שאמורים להגדיל את נושאים של ה造血יה של כל让孩子 (כלומר, תיאוריות סמיים על הקבוצות) מתנות פסיכולוגית וחברתית.

ל造血יה של תיאוריות סמיים על הקבוצות. אנלוגים לפעילות שאמורים להגדיל את נושאים של ה造血יה של כל让孩子 (כלומר, תיאוריות סמיים על הקבוצות) מתנות פסיכולוגית וחברתית.

ל造血יה של תיאוריות סמיים על הקבוצות. אנלוגים לפעילות שאמורים להגדיל את נושאים של ה造血יה של כל让孩子 (כלומר, תיאוריות סמיים על הקבוצות) מתנות פסיכולוגית וחברתית.
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Introduction

Intergroup conflicts represent one of the most challenging problems facing the world today. Recent years have shown the enduring potency and deleterious effects of intergroup conflict in both the developed and developing world. While longstanding intergroup conflicts such as the Israeli-Palestinian conflict remain unsolved, intergroup conflicts have also returned to prominence in the United States and Europe. For example, while many argued that the United States was entering a post-racial society, recent police violence, and the rise of Donald Trump have demonstrated the enduring power of racial divides and inequalities in America (Lum, 2009). In addition, ongoing intergroup conflicts in the Middle East have fueled a refugee crisis that has created intergroup tensions in Europe between native Europeans and primarily Muslim immigrants and refugees. Millions have died as a result of these conflicts, and many more are at risk of losing their lives, homes, or livelihoods (United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, 2015). While intergroup conflicts do involve objective disagreements over resources, power, etc., they are also fueled and prolonged by psychological factors that reduce the ability of both sides to engage in cooperative efforts.

A large body of research has now established that socio-psychological barriers hinder the resolution and fuel the continuation of intergroup conflicts (see Halperin & Bar-Tal, 2011 for a review). Socio-psychological barriers refer to an integrated system of cognitive, emotional and motivational processes, that are combined with a pre-existing repertoire of conflict supporting beliefs, world views, and emotions that result in selective, biased and distorting information processing. These socio-psychological barriers emerge above and beyond the genuine disagreements that lead to the outbreak of a conflict. They are responsible for the socio-psychological closure resists new information or opportunities that could resolve the conflict,
and drive behavior and support for political policies that fuel the cycle of violence of the conflict. Consequently, these psychological factors play a significant role in the continuation of the conflict, above and beyond the events of the conflict themselves.

Of these psychological factors, emotions have been recognized as playing an especially central role in driving intergroup conflicts (Bar-Tal, Halperin, and de Rivera 2007; Horowitz 1985; Petersen 2002), in particular because they influence people’s decisions about the proper reaction to events that occur in the course of a conflict (for a review, see Halperin, Sharvit, and Gross 2011). A wide range of emotions is relevant to intergroup conflict. For example, fear and anger can are important in affecting support for aggressive reactions to terror attacks (Cheung-Blunden and Blunden 2008; Huddy, Feldman, and Cassese 2007; Lerner et al. 2003; Skitka et al. 2006) and these emotions as well as hope, hatred, and empathy influence people’s openness to negotiations, peace agreements, and reconciliation (Halperin, Canetti-Nisim, and Hirsch-Hoefler 2009; Maoz and McCauley 2005; Tam et al. 2007). However, anger is one of the most powerful and prevalent emotions in intergroup conflicts (Bar-Tal 2007; Halperin and Gross forthcoming).

This is part due to the fact that anger is driven by the appraisal of unjust harm committed against one’s group, which is a common appraisal in the context of conflict (Averill, 1982; Mackie, Devos, & Smith, 2000), and that anger is a highly active emotion and thus drives many of the actions and reactions that occur in a conflict (Berkowitz, 1993; Mackie et al., 2000). Because unjust harm is the central appraisal of anger, anger is usually an approach emotion with the emotional goal to correct or redress the perceived wrongdoing or injustice (Carver & Harmon-Jones, 2009; Fischer & Roseman, 2007). These features of anger cause anger to increase action tendencies to confront (Berkowitz, 1993; Mackie et al., 2000), hit, or attack the anger-
evoking target (Roseman, Wiest, & Swartz, 1994). As a result, many studies of anger in intergroup conflicts have shown that anger increases support for aggressive reactions, such as the use of military force (Cheung-Blunden & Blunden, 2008; Lerner, Gonzalez, Small, & Fischhoff, 2003; Mackie et al., 2000). However, other features of anger such as its approach orientation, its association with high levels of efficacy and certainty, as well as optimism and risk-taking, indicate that anger might have more diverse response tendencies (Fischhoff, Gonzalez, Lerner, & Small, 2005; Lerner & Keltner, 2001).

For example, in interpersonal settings anger can lead to reconciliation and relationship improvement over the long term (Fischer & Roseman, 2007). Similarly in intergroup conflicts, anger has been associated with two opposing action tendencies: support for violent action and support for educational channels to create perceptual change (Halperin, 2008). Based on this evidence that anger has a number of potential outcomes, researchers hypothesized that anger could lead to more support for conciliatory policies or compromise under the correct circumstances. Reifen Tagar et al. (2011) found that anger led to increased support for positive risk-taking and nonviolent actions in the context of efforts to de-escalate a conflict. Further, Halperin, Russell, Dweck, et al. (2011) showed that anger can increase support for compromise in negotiations, but only if long-term levels of hatred towards the out-group are low.

Based on this research one can argue that even in intergroup conflicts, anger can lead to both aggressive and conciliatory behavioral intentions, in order to advance the emotional goal of correcting wrongdoing. Further, this research suggests that certain contexts (namely de-escalation and negotiations) make anger’s conciliatory behavioral intentions more likely. However, research has not yet uncovered the psychological factors that explain when anger increases for support aggressive or conciliatory policies. Identifying the psychological factors
that allow anger to drive conciliatory behavioral intentions is of great importance for understanding when anger leads to support for constructive policies, and eventually for designing interventions to promote this more.

To understand the pluripotent nature of anger, we draw from appraisal theories of emotion (e.g., Frijda, 1993; Roseman, 1984, 2001; Scherer, Schorr, & Johnstone, 2001), which argue that differences in the “downstream” aspects of emotion, that is, emotional experience, action tendencies, et cetera, flow from differences in appraisals. We suggest that individuals’ implicit theories about groups, that is, lay beliefs about whether the behavior of groups are malleable (an incremental theory) or fixed (an entity theory; Dweck, 1999; Dweck, Chiu, & Hong, 1995; Rydell, Hugenberg, Ray, & Mackie, 2007), lead them to appraise possible responses to anger inducing events differently, and thus determine which response people chose.

In general, implicit theories are personal beliefs about the possibility of change in a given target, and thus are a core assumption people use to understand, interpret, and predict other’s behavior (Dweck et al., 1995). As core assumption and worldview implicit theories are generally stable, although some recent research has shown that well designed psychological interventions can induce a more incremental mindset (Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2007; Halperin, Russell, Trzesniewski, Gross, & Dweck, 2011). While most research on implicit theories involves beliefs about human nature (e.g., Chiu, Hong, & Dweck, 1997), there is also a growing body of work that investigates implicit theories about social groups (e.g., Rydell et al., 2007). In particular, implicit theories about groups have already been shown to play an important role in intergroup conflicts, mainly through their effects on hope and hatred, which strongly influence support for compromise and reconciliation (Halperin, 2008; Halperin & Gross, 2011; Cohen-Cohen, Halperin, Crisp, & Gross, 2014).
Despite its effects on other powerful emotions in intergroup conflicts, implicit theories about groups have not been studied in connection with anger. Since the malleability of the target is not a key appraisal of anger, we do not hypothesize that implicit theories will have a direct effect on anger. Instead we suggest that it serves as a secondary appraisal, which determines the behavioral intentions associated with anger. Specifically, we hypothesize that people with incremental versus entity beliefs about groups will choose different means of pursuing anger’s emotional goal of correcting wrongdoing.

Anger primes the goal of correcting the perceived wrongdoing that caused one’s anger, however people can choose different means pursuing this goal based on their assumptions about the anger-inducing target and the resulting consequences of various options for action. We hypothesize that those who see groups as malleable will support conciliatory policies aimed at addressing the root issues that led to the anger-inducing event and prompting the offending outgroup to change their behavior. But entity theorists, who see change in the outgroup as unlikely or impossible, should be more likely to support aggressive policies aimed at retaliating and/or punishing the offending group. Both these behavioral intentions, retaliation as well as constructive changes, address the emotional goal of correcting wrongdoing; but they reflect different assumptions about the most effective way of achieving this goal based on the perceived possibility of change in the outgroup. Thus, we hypothesize the people’s implicit theories about groups will moderate the type of anger-driven response.
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Anger is often seen as a destructive emotion in intergroup conflict, causing aggressive behavior that escalates conflicts (Cheung-Blunden & Blunden, 2008; Huddy, Feldman, & Cassese, 2007). However, a growing body of interpersonal and intergroup psychological research has begun to challenge this view. Drawing from the perspective that emotions can elicit multiple situation-dependent behaviors to achieve identical emotional goals, this research has shown that anger can lead to conciliatory behaviors in specific situations (Fischer & Roseman, 2007; Halperin, Russell, Dweck, & Gross, 2011; Reifen Tagar, Federico, & Halperin, 2011). However, understanding the underlying
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psychological factor that moderates the behavioral outcomes of anger remains an important unaddressed issue. We propose that in intergroup conflicts, people’s implicit beliefs about whether groups can change can determine if anger leads to constructive or destructive behavioral intentions.

**Anger in Intergroup Conflict**

According to appraisal theories of emotion, anger is elicited from the appraisal that an unfair or unjust act has been committed against oneself or one’s group (Averill, 1982; Mackie, Devos, & Smith, 2000). As a result, anger has been found to be an approach emotion with the emotional goal to correct or redress the perceived wrongdoing or injustice (Carver & Harmon-Jones, 2009; Fischer & Roseman, 2007). These characteristics often lead to an action tendency to confront (Berkowitz, 1993; Mackie et al., 2000), hit, or attack the anger-evoking target (Roseman, Wiest, & Swartz, 1994).

Therefore, many studies of anger in intergroup conflicts have found a connection between anger and aggressive, retaliatory behaviors, such as the use of military force (Cheung-Blunden & Blunden, 2008; Lerner, Gonzalez, Small, & Fischhoff, 2003; Mackie et al., 2000). However, anger’s approach tendencies, its association with high levels of efficacy and certainty, as well as optimism and risk-taking, led researchers to hypothesize that anger might have more diverse response tendencies (Fischhoff, Gonzalez, Lerner, & Small, 2005; Lerner & Keltner, 2001).

For example, some of early research on anger found that anger was equally associated with conciliatory and aggressive action tendencies (Averill, 1982). In interpersonal research, anger can lead to reconciliation and relationship improvement over the long term (Fischer & Roseman, 2007). In intergroup conflicts, anger has been associated with two contradictory action tendencies: support for violent action and support for educational channels to create perceptual change (Halperin, 2008). Based on this characterization of anger as a pluripotent emotion, researchers hypothesized that under certain circumstances anger would actually lead to more support for conciliatory policies or compromise in conflict. Reifen Tagar et al. (2011) found that in the context of efforts to de-escalate a conflict, anger led to increased support for positive risk-taking and nonviolent actions, but only if it is the sole “approach” option offered to participants. Further, Halperin, Russell, Dweck, et al. (2011) showed that anger in the context of negotiations can increase support for compromise, providing that long-term levels of hatred towards the outgroup are low.

Together this research strengthens the argument that, even in intergroup conflicts, anger can lead to many behavioral intentions, both aggressive and conciliatory, in an attempt to achieve the emotional goal of correcting wrongdoing. In addition, it suggests that certain situations (namely de-escalation and negotiations) can make anger’s conciliatory behavioral intentions more likely. However, this research has not addressed the psychological factors that explain when people will support aggressive or conciliatory policies as a result of their anger. Identifying these psychological factors that allow anger to drive conciliatory behavioral intentions is of great importance for understanding the role of anger in intergroup conflicts, and when it leads to support for constructive policies.

**Implicit Theories as a Secondary Appraisal of Anger**

To understand the pluripotent nature of anger, we draw from appraisal theories of emotion (e.g., Frijda, 1993; Roseman, 1984, 2001; Scherer, Schorr, & Johnstone, 2001), which argue that differences in the “downstream” aspects of emotion, that is, emotional experience, action tendencies, etcetera, flow from differences in appraisals. We propose that individuals’ implicit theories about groups, that is, personal beliefs about whether the attitudes and behavior of groups are malleable (an incremental theory) or fixed (an entity theory; Dweck, 1999; Dweck, Chiu, & Hong, 1995; Rydell, Hugenberg, Ray, & Mackie, 2007), lead them to appraise possible responses to anger inducing events differently.
Implicit theories are people’s lay beliefs about the possibility of change in a given target, and thus are one of the core assumptions people use to understand, interpret, and predict human behavior (Dweck et al., 1995). Implicit theories are generally stable over time, although recent research has highlighted interventions that can induce an incremental mindset (Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2007; Halperin, Russell, Trzesniewski, Gross, & Dweck, 2011). While the majority of research on implicit theories focuses on the malleability beliefs about human nature (e.g., Chiu, Hong, & Dweck, 1997), studies have also investigated implicit theories about social groups (e.g., Rydell et al., 2007). In particular, implicit theories about groups have already been shown to play an important role in intergroup conflicts, mainly through their effects on hope and hatred. Both of these emotions are based on an appraisal of the ability (or inability) of the target to change. As a result, incremental theories have been associated with increased hope and decreased hatred, and thus increased support for compromise and reconciliation (Halperin, 2008; Halperin & Gross, 2011; Cohen-Cohen, Halperin, Crisp, & Gross, 2014). While implicit theories are strongly related to these two emotions, they are empirically and conceptually distinct from both emotions. Implicit theories are related to key appraisals of these emotions, but, as emotions, hatred and hope encapsulate affective responses and behavioral intentions, both of which implicit theories lack. In addition, hope is more strongly associated with implicit theories about the world or the conflict in general, rather than implicit theories about groups (Cohen-Chen, Crisp, & Halperin, 2015).

Despite its connections with powerful emotions in intergroup conflicts, the effect of implicit theories about groups on anger has not yet been examined. Since the malleability of the target is not a key appraisal of anger, we do not expect implicit theories will have a direct effect on anger. Rather we hypothesize that it serves as a secondary appraisal that affects the behavioral intentions associated with anger. Specifically, we hypothesize that people with incremental versus entity beliefs about groups will chose different means of pursuing anger’s emotional goal of correcting wrongdoing. Anger drives everyone to want to correct the perceived wrongdoing that caused their anger, however they may chose different means of doing so based on their underlying assumptions and appraisals of the anger-inducing target and correspondingly of the potential consequences of alternative options for action. We hypothesize that those who hold incremental beliefs about groups will support conciliatory policies aimed at addressing the root issues that led to the anger-inducing event and prompting the offending outgroup to change their behavior. But those who see change in the group as unlikely or impossible—entity theorists—should be more likely to support aggressive policies aimed at retaliating and/or punishing the offending group. Both these behavioral intentions, retaliation as well as constructive changes, address the emotional goal of correcting wrongdoing; but they reflect different assumptions about the most effective way of achieving this goal based on the perceived possibility of change in the outgroup. If one believes that change in the outgroup is possible, then the corrective motivation of anger will lead to efforts to facilitate change in their behavior or address the underlying problems that caused the violation, but if one does not believe change is possible, then the only reasonable response is aggression to retaliate for and punish the offense. Thus, we hypothesize the people’s implicit theories about groups will moderate the type of anger-driven response.

The Current Study

We tested this hypothesis in two different intergroup conflict contexts: (a) race relations in the United States in light of growing unrest surrounding police violence and institutional racism; (b) the Israeli–Palestinian conflict, specifically relations between Jewish and Palestinian citizens of Israel. In both studies, members of the high-power group (White Americans or Jewish Israelis) either read a neutral or anger-inducing article and then reported their emotions and support for various
policy options directed at the outgroup. We measured implicit theories about groups as a continuous moderator, such that entity/incremental theorists were evaluated as ± 1 SD from the mean. We hypothesized that for incremental theorists, the anger-inducing condition would increase their support for conciliatory policies compared to the control condition, whereas for entity theorists support for aggressive policies would be higher in the anger condition than the control condition. In order to fully test these hypotheses, it is important to show the effect of implicit theories above and beyond both the long-term sentiment of hatred and political ideology. Prior research has shown emotional sentiments (stable general emotional dispositions towards a target) can affect the expression of emotions (multicomponential responses to a specific event), specifically that anger can have constructive effects in the absence of a long-term sentiment of hatred (Frijda, 1994; Halperin, Russell, Dweck, et al., 2011; Halperin & Gross, 2011). Thus, it is important to show that implicit theories have an impact over this already documented effect. In addition, the policies one supports in intergroup conflicts are strongly predicted by one’s political ideology, which psychologists have defined as a interrelated set of attitudes, values, and beliefs with cognitive, affective, and motivational properties which inform how individuals view the social and political world (Bartal, Raviv, Raviv, & Dgani-Hirsch, 2009; Cohrs, 2012; Jost, Frederico, & Napier, 2009). Therefore, we also controlled for political ideology to demonstrate that the effect of anger was significant above and beyond the effect of ideology.

Study 1

In the first study, we aimed to demonstrate that anger can have constructive effects for incremental theorists even in a conflict in a phase of escalation, because previous research has only found constructive effects of anger in de-escalatory stages of conflict (Halperin, Russell, Dweck, et al., 2011; Reifen Tagar et al., 2011). While relations and inequalities between Black and White Americans have been a long-standing issue in the United States, there was a perception among many observers that with the election of President Obama, America was moving towards a post-racial society and these issues were fading into the background (Lum, 2009). However, the killings of unarmed African Americans by the police, beginning with Trayvon Martin and Freddie Gray, have thrust still extant racial inequalities and institutional racism back into the nation’s attention. Further, these events and others have sparked large-scale unrest across the country ranging from nonviolent demonstrations to sometimes violent riots. As a result, we sought to examine the interaction between implicit theories and anger in the context of this currently escalating intergroup conflict.

Method

Participants and procedure. Participants were 274 Americans recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. After participants completed the informed consent, they were randomly assigned to read either an anger-inducing article or a neutral control article regarding the movement against institutional racism and police brutality among African Americans. After reading the article they completed, in this order, the measures of anger towards African Americans, emotional sentiments towards African Americans, support for conciliatory policies, demographic measures, and the measure of implicit theories about groups. Because this was an online survey, we checked the data for quality and excluded those who failed a simple reading check question (n = 10). In addition, we found and excluded outliers (more than 3 SDs above or below the mean) on time reading the article and on several measures (n = 16). This left a sample of 248 self-defined White Americans (50.2% female, M_age = 38.44; 39% conservative, 24.7% moderate, and 36.3% liberal).

Materials and measures

Anger manipulation. Participants were randomly assigned to read one of two articles, one of which was designed to induce anger towards African Americans. The anger-inducing article
described a radical protest by African Americans in Baltimore against institutional racism and police brutality that eventually degraded into a violent riot. Anger appraisals of unjust wrongdoing were emphasized by describing how the (fictional) protest occurred “just two days after a career criminal gunned down a police officer,” while the city and his fellow officers were still mourning. In addition, protestors were quoted as unfairly characterizing all police officers as murderers, for example, “Am I sad a police officer was killed this week? Of course not, that just means one less murderer on our streets.” The neutral article simply described the fact that the issues of institutional racism and police violence had recently come to the forefront of policy debates in the US and would likely continue to be important issues in the near future.

**Anger.** Anger towards African Americans was measured with a five-item scale including “Demonstrations by African Americans make me angry” and “I feel furious when African Americans criticize America” ($\alpha = .90$). Participants were asked to indicate the degree to which they agreed with the statements on a 7-point scale (1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree).

We assessed the emotional sentiment of hatred with one item. Participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they felt this sentiment towards African Americans in general on a 7-point scale (1 = not at all to 7 = a lot).

**Support for conciliatory policies.** Two items on a 7-point scale (1 = not at all to 7 = a lot)—“The criminal justice system in the US should be reformed, reducing sentences and penalties for nonviolent and drug-related offenses which predominately affect African Americans” and “Governments in states and cities where there is unrest should organize meetings between the police and African American communities so each side can hear the others’ concerns”—assessed participants’ support for conciliatory policies ($\alpha = .67$).

**Demographic indicators.** Participants also reported their gender, age, and education. Participants also reported their political ideology by placing themselves on a 7-point scale (1 = very liberal to 7 = very conservative).

**Implicit theories about groups (ITG).** Participants then completed the seven-item scale measuring implicit beliefs about groups (see Appendix A) used by Rydell et al. (2007) and Halperin, Russell, Trzesniewski, et al. (2011); for example, “As hard as it is to admit, it is impossible to change the basic traits that characterize different groups and sectors” ($\alpha = .90$). Answers ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree), and the scale was scored so that higher scores indicated more fixed (entity) beliefs.

**Results**

**Preliminary analyses.** Means, standard deviations, and correlations among all variables are presented in Table 1. There was a moderate positive correlation between political ideology and implicit theories about groups. In addition, entity theories about groups were positively related to anger, but negatively related to support for conciliatory policies. We then conducted independent samples $t$ tests to determine if the manipulation increased participants’ levels of anger towards African Americans. The $t$ test revealed that the anger article successfully increased levels of anger in the anger condition ($M = 4.26, SD = 1.45$) compared to the neutral condition ($M = 3.33, SD = 1.67$), $t(249) = 4.71, p < .001, d = 0.58$. There were no significant differences between the conditions on support for conciliatory policies, implicit theories about groups, or political orientation, indicating that the measure of implicit theories was unaffected by the manipulation and thus it was possible to use it as a moderator.

**Interaction between anger and ITG on support for conciliatory policies.** As a test of our hypothesis that the effect of anger on support for conciliatory policies would depend on participants’ implicit theories about groups, we looked to see if there was a significant interaction between condition and implicit theories about groups on support for
conciliatory policies using Hayes’s (2013) PRO-CESS command with 5,000 iterations (Model 1), controlling for political ideology and the sentiment of hatred. There was no effect of condition ($\beta = .05, p = .42$), and a significant effect of implicit theories ($\beta = −.47, SE = 0.07, t = −7.07, p < .001, 95% CI [−0.60, −0.34]$); there was also a significant effect of ideology ($\beta = −.35, p < .001$), and the sentiment of hatred ($\beta = −.21, p < .01$). Furthermore, the two-way interaction between condition and implicit theories was significant ($\beta = −.15, SE = 0.06, t = −2.50, p = .01, 95% CI [−0.27, −0.03]$). We further investigated this interaction (see Figure 1) by examining the effect of the anger-inducing condition on support for conciliatory policies at various levels of implicit theories. This revealed that the anger condition significantly increased support for conciliatory policies when participants held incremental theories ($1 SD$ below the mean; $\beta = .20, SE = 0.08, t = 2.31, p = .02, 95% CI [0.02, 0.37]$), but had no effect when participants held entity theories ($1 SD$ above the mean; $\beta = −.10, p = .24$). In addition, further analysis of the simple effects revealed that the effect of implicit theories was significantly stronger in the anger condition ($\beta = −.47, SE = 0.07, t = −6.82, p < .001, CI [−0.62, −0.34]$), than in the neutral condition ($\beta = −.24, SE = 0.07, t = −3.54, p < .001, CI [−0.38, −0.11]$). When we did not control for political ideology and the sentiment of hatred, we found a similar pattern of results.

This study supported our hypothesis that implicit theories about groups would moderate how anger towards the outgroup would affect relevant policy responses. We found that those with incremental theories became more supportive of conciliatory policies when they were induced to feel anger toward the outgroup, above and beyond the influence of political ideology and the sentiment of hatred. In addition, we found this effect in a currently escalating conflict, as racial issues have recently returned as a central issue and protests about police violence have been growing stronger and more intense over the past few years. Prior research has only found constructive effects for anger during de-escalatory stages of conflict, thus this provides further support for our argument that implicit theories are a psychological moderator of anger that operates above and beyond contextual variables.

However, we have not yet tested our second hypothesis that anger will increase support for aggressive policies only for entity theorists. Furthermore, the fact that conciliatory policies were the only response option in Study 1 leaves room for an alternative explanation. It is possible that since anger is a highly active emotion, participants were extremely motivated to do something, and thus took the only opportunity presented to them—a conciliatory one. Thus, we also aimed to rule out this possibility by presenting both aggressive and conciliatory response options, to show that anger still increased support for conciliatory policies even when aggressive ones were also an option. In addition, we wanted to address a possible alternative explanation to our results in Study 1, that though participants’ implicit theories were unaffected by the manipulation, it is possible participants responded with the previous context in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Bivariate relationships between Study 1 variables.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M$ ($SD$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Condition (1 = neutral, 2 = anger)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Implicit theories about groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Political ideology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Anger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Hatred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Support for conciliatory policies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .05. **p < .01.
mind, and thus their responses were affected by their earlier responses. In other words, participants who supported conciliatory policies may have indicated that they believe groups can change in order to appear consistent. Therefore in the next study, we measured implicit theories before the manipulation and dependent measures.

**Study 2**

We ran a second study in the context of the Israeli–Palestinian conflict, to address these issues. In addition, we chose the Israeli–Palestinian conflict as the context for this study because research has recognized that intractable conflicts, including the Israeli–Palestinian one, are qualitatively different from other types of conflict. Intractable conflicts are characterized by their perceived irresolvability, long duration, a total or zero-sum nature, and their centrality to those involved (Bar-Tal, 1998, 2007, 2010). As such, this context represents the most stringent test of our hypothesis that anger can have constructive effects in intergroup conflicts. Therefore, we conducted this study in the context of the Middle East conflict, by examining relations between Jewish and Palestinian citizens of Israel (also called Arab-Israelis). Palestinian citizens of Israel constitute 19% of the Israeli population and are considered by many of the Jewish majority to be a hostile minority with loyalties to Israel’s enemies (Smooha, 2002).

**Method**

**Participants and procedure.** Participants were 207 Jewish-Israelis recruited by an online polling company. After participants completed the informed consent, they completed a measure of their implicit theories about groups. Then they were randomly assigned to read either an anger-inducing article or a neutral control article. After reading the article they completed, in this order, a measure of anger towards Palestinian citizens of Israel, emotional sentiments towards Palestinian citizens of Israel, support for both conciliatory and aggressive policies, and demographic measures. Because this was an online survey we checked the data for quality and excluded those who spent more than 3 SDs above the mean time reading the article, indicating they were distracted. The final sample consisted of 205 Jewish-Israelis (51.2% male, $M_{\text{age}} = 40.82$, $SD = 14.41$; 52.7% rightists, 28.3% centrists, and 20% leftists).

**Materials and measures**

*Implicit theories about groups (ITG).* Participants then completed a brief three-item version of the scale used in the first study ($\alpha = .70$, see Appendix A).

*Anger manipulation.* Participants were randomly assigned to read one of two articles, one of which was designed to induce anger towards Palestinian citizens of Israel. The anger-inducing article was based on the anger manipulation used by Porat, Halperin, and Tamir (2016), which described a protest by Palestinian citizens of Israel. The original manipulation described a protest against a war in Gaza, however since there was no war when this study was conducted, the manipulation was adjusted to describe a demonstration against a bill under discussion in the Knesset that would have more strongly defined Israel as a Jewish state. Anger appraisals of unjust wrongdoing and offense were manipulated through a quote from a supposed joint statement of Jewish members of
Knesset, which included “Arab Knesset members have proven today that they and the public they represent have a lack of loyalty. They criticize the state while continuing to live here and take advantage of its services.” The neutral article simply described the make-up of the main Arab political party in Israel, which had recently been created through a merger of smaller parties.

Anger. Anger towards Palestinian citizens of Israel was measured with a four-item scale including “I feel furious when Arab-Israelis criticize Israel” and “Demonstrations by Arab-Israelis make me angry” (α = .89). Participants were asked to indicate the degree to which they agreed with the statements on a 7-point scale (1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree).

We assessed the emotional sentiment of hatred with one item. Participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they felt this sentiment towards Arab-Israelis in general on a 7-point scale (1 = not at all to 7 = a lot).

Support for conciliatory policies. Three items—“The government should increase programs and funding to aid Israeli-Arab businesses and start-ups, and better integrate Israeli-Arab businesses with the mainstream Israeli economy,” “The government should increase funding for Arab schools to improve education in the Arab sector, and help solve the problem of overcrowding,” and “The government should increase the number of joint Arab-Jewish schools”—assessed participants support for conciliatory policies (α = .81). Participants were asked to indicate how much they supported each policy on a 7-point scale (1 = not at all to 7 = a lot).

Support for aggressive policies was assessed with a three-item scale: “The protests of Arab-Israelis must be stopped during times of war,” “Arab parties and organizations should be outlawed,” and “The right of Israeli Arabs to vote in elections should be revoked” (α = .87). Participants also indicated their support on a 7-point scale (1 = not at all to 7 = a lot).

Demographic indicators. Participants also reported their gender, age, and education. Participants also reported their political ideology on a 7-point scale (1 = very leftist to 7 = very rightist).

Results

Preliminary analyses. Means, standard deviations, and correlations among all variables are presented in Table 2. There was a moderate positive correlation between political ideology and implicit theories about groups. In addition, entity theories about groups were positively related to anger and support for aggressive policies, but negatively related to support for conciliatory policies. We then conducted independent samples t tests to determine if the manipulation increased participants’ levels of anger towards Palestinian citizens of Israel. The t tests revealed that the anger-inducing article successfully increased levels of anger in the anger condition (M = 4.37, SD = 1.31) compared to the neutral condition (M = 3.78, SD = 1.60), t(203) = 2.90, p = .004, d = 0.40. There were no significant differences between the conditions on support for conciliatory or aggressive policies, implicit theories about groups, or political orientation.

Interaction between anger and ITG on support for conciliatory policies. Based on our hypothesis that the effect of anger on support for conciliatory polices would depend on participants’ implicit theories about groups, we investigated if there was a significant interaction between condition and implicit theories about groups on support for conciliatory policies using Hayes’s (2013) PROCESS command with 5,000 iterations (Model 1), controlling for political ideology and the sentiment of hatred. There was not a significant direct effect of condition or of implicit theories; but there was a significant effect of ideology (β = −.45, p < .001) and the sentiment of hatred (β = −.31, p < .001). Furthermore, the two-way interaction between condition and implicit theories was significant, (β = .11, SE = 0.05, t = 2.04, p = .04, 95% CI [0.004, 0.21]). We further investigated this interaction (see Figure 2) by examining the effect of the anger-inducing condition on support for conciliatory polices at various levels of implicit theories. This revealed
that the anger condition marginally increased support for conciliatory policies when participants held incremental theories (1 SD below the mean; $\beta = .13$, $SE = 0.07$, $t = 1.79$, $p = .07$, 95% CI $[-0.01, 0.27]$), but had no effect when participants held entity theories (1 SD above the mean; $\beta = -0.08$, $p = .28$). In addition, further analysis of the simple effects revealed that the effect of implicit theories was only significant in the anger condition ($\beta = -.19$, $SE = 0.08$, $t = -2.45$, $p = .01$, CI $[-0.33, -0.04]$), not in the neutral condition ($\beta = .03$, $p = .74$). When we did not control for political ideology and the sentiment of hatred, we found a similar pattern of results.

Interaction between anger and ITG on support for aggressive policies. Next we tested our hypothesis that anger would increase support for aggressive policies, but only for those who held entity beliefs about groups. We used Hayes’s (2013) PROCESS command with 5,000 iterations (Model 1) to examine the interaction between condition and implicit theories about groups on support for aggressive policies controlling for political ideology. There was no effect of implicit theories or of condition, but there was a significant effect of ideology ($\beta = -.47$, $p < .001$) and the sentiment of hatred ($\beta = .32$, $p < .001$). Furthermore, the two-way interaction was significant, ($\beta = .10$, $SE = 0.05$, $t = 1.99$, $p = .048$, 95% CI [0.009, 0.20]). We further investigated this interaction (see Figure 3) by examining the effect of the anger condition on support for aggressive policies at various levels of implicit theories. This revealed that anger only increased support for aggressive policies among those who held entity theories about groups (1 SD below the mean; $\beta = .12$, $SE = 0.07$, $t = 2.25$, $p = .03$, CI [0.02, 0.31]), not in the neutral condition ($\beta = -.03$, $p = .64$). When we did not control for political ideology and the sentiment of hatred, we found a similar pattern of results.
Discussion

While prior research has shown that in certain situations anger can have constructive effects in conflict, this research aimed to identify a psychological moderator that determines whether anger leads to increased support for conciliatory or aggressive behavioral intentions. In two different conflicts, one undergoing a period of escalation and the other in a period of long-term intractability, we found that when people believe groups can change (incremental theorists) anger increases support for conciliatory policies. In addition, in the second study we showed that anger only increases support for aggressive policies for people who believe groups cannot change (entity theorists). This is in line with prior research that has shown that anger is a multifaceted pluripotent emotion (Halperin, Russell, Dweck, et al., 2011), but identifies implicit theories about groups as a key psychological moderator that can determine the effects of anger in the context of intergroup conflict above and beyond situational variables, political ideology, and sentiments of hatred.

Theoretical and Applied Implications

The current research indicates that implicit theories can play an important role in the process of anger appraisals. Anger is elicited from the appraisal that an unfair or unjust act has been committed against oneself or one’s group (Averill, 1982; Mackie et al., 2000), and thus leads to the emotional goal of correcting or redressing the perceived wrongdoing or injustice (Carver & Harmon-Jones, 2009; Fischer & Roseman, 2007). However, there are often many possible options to achieve this goal, and thus people rely on a secondary appraisal to determine how to act on their emotion and pursue its emotional goal (Lazarus, 1991; Thiel, Connelly, & Griffith, 2011). This research indicates that implicit theories about groups serve an important role as this secondary appraisal that affects the behavioral outcomes of anger in intergroup conflicts. In other words, anger as an approach emotion provides energy and motivation to act and correct the actions of another group, and implicit theories determine what kind of actions this motivation eventually drives. Frequently in intergroup conflicts, the belief that the other side is incapable of change is prevalent (Bar-Tal, 2007), and thus anger most often leads to aggressive, retaliatory actions. However, this research indicates that even in conflicts there are people who perceive groups as capable of change, and thus for them anger can have constructive effects. Interestingly, our results show that anger only leads to an increase in support for the chosen policy, and not to a corresponding decrease in the alternative policy. This suggests that anger, as an approach emotion, only affects how people chose to act, and not the response options they chose against.

In sum, this research adds both to the literature on emotions and implicit theories. First, expands on the literature pointing to the pluripotent nature of emotions. Appraisal theories of emotion argue that emotions can elicit multiple situation-dependent behaviors to achieve a goal rooted in the appraisal of a situation (Frijda, 1993; Roseman, 1984, 2001). This study demonstrates that anger has the capability to drive both conciliatory and aggressive behavioral intentions even in the context of conflict. Second, it adds to the literature on implicit theories about groups by showing that it plays an important role as a secondary appraisal to anger that helps determine which behavioral

Figure 3. Interaction between condition and ITG on support for aggressive policies, controlling for political ideology and hatred in Study 2. Asterisks indicate statistically significant effects ($p < .05$), and crosses indicate marginally significant effects ($p < .10$).
intention anger increases. On an applied level, this suggests that inducing an incremental mindset may be an effective indirect emotion regulation strategy (see Halperin, Cohen-Chen, & Goldenberg, 2014) for anger, redirecting it so that it promotes conciliatory rather than aggressive policies.

**Limitations and Future Directions**

An important limitation of this study is that we measured but did not manipulate participants’ implicit theories about groups, and thus cannot directly claim incremental beliefs cause anger’s constructive effects. This was in part due to prior research documenting the difficulty of successfully manipulating implicit theories about groups in a 2 x 2 design together with another textual manipulation (see Wohl et al., 2015). In addition, there is already a large body of research demonstrating that inducing incremental theories about groups leads to greater support for conciliatory policies and concession-making in conflicts (Cohen-Chen, Halperin, Porat, & Bar-Tal, 2014; Halperin, Crisp, Husnu, Dweck, & Gross, 2012; Halperin, Russell, Trzesniewski, et al., 2011). Thus we focused on the role of implicit theories as moderator for anger, rather than on changing participants’ implicit theories about groups.

In addition, while the data presented here provide strong evidence that implicit theories moderate the behavioral intentions of anger, it is possible that there are other traits or factors that could have similar effects. For example, personal versus situational attributions for wrongdoing might also affect the behavioral intentions of anger, and individuals might have a temperamental tendency to respond with either conciliatory or aggressive behaviors. Future research could continue to examine other possible moderators, and possibly compare their effects.

Further, the mechanism of the effect of implicit theories remains unclear. It seems that implicit theories mainly have an effect through how they color people’s perceptions of the outgroup (Halperin, Russell, Trzesniewski, et al., 2011). In conflicts, people tend to see their own group as willing to change and the intransigence of the outgroup as the main obstacle to reconciliation (Bar-Tal, 2007), thus the conciliatory effects of incremental theories are likely due to a more malleable view of the outgroup. However, implicit theories do refer to groups in general, so it is possible that some of their effects are also due to perceptions of the ingroup as more or less malleable. Further research should explore both of these potential pathways. In addition, this study only examines the effect of anger on immediate behavioral intentions, and thus cannot speak to the durability of these effects. Since the change in support for various policies is driven by the action tendencies associated with anger, it is possible that once this emotion fades, so too will its effects on policy support. However, further research is needed to test the possible long-term effects.

Another limitation of the current study is that, while we examined multiple contexts, we only studied effects on members of the high-power group. Thus, it is possible that these constructive effects of anger are only possible for the higher power group. The conciliatory policies in this study all represented ways to change the situation to address the possible root causes of the anger-inducing actions by the outgroup. It’s possible that the low-power group may not feel they have the ability to affect the situation in this way. However, there is some evidence that anger can also have constructive effects for the low-power group. Research on collective action has shown that among low-power groups anger is associated with nonviolent normative collective action, but not violent or nonnormative action (Shuman, Cohen-Chen, Hirsch-Hoeftler, & Halperin, 2016; Tausch et al., 2011). Thus, the main difference between high- and low-power groups may not be whether anger can have constructive effects, but whether they are expressed in support for different political policies or different types of collective action.

In sum, the current research indicates that implicit theories about groups act as an important psychological moderator for the impact of anger on intergroup policy preferences, and that when
people believe groups can change, anger can increase support for important conciliatory policies. This supports research showing that anger is a powerful, pluripotent emotion that can have important positive effects. These effects of anger are highly consequential because eventually resolving conflict requires that people overcome apathy and hopelessness and take an active role in pushing change forward. This research indicates that anger can provide the emotional energy for people to support action to address the issues of the conflict, and implicit theories about groups help determine whether these actions are aggressive and retaliatory or conciliatory and aimed at constructively addressing some of the root issues of the conflict. Further, there is increasing evidence that it is possible for psychological interventions to increase belief in possibility of change in intergroup conflicts (Halperin, Russell, Trzesniewski, et al., 2011) thus pointing to a route to redirect anger so that it increases conciliatory rather than aggressive policy preferences in conflict.
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**Notes**

1. We also assessed the emotional sentiments of fear, hope, and contempt as potential control variables.
2. The scale originally also included the item “States should be required to review their policing policies to find and correct policies that are racially discriminatory,” but the reliability of this three-item scale was low (α = .65). Therefore, we checked to see if removing any of the items would improve it, and if this item was dropped, the reliability improved (α = .67). Therefore we did not include this item in the final analyses (however, including it did not significantly alter the results).
3. Additionally in the anger condition, levels of fear (M = 3.57, SD = 1.76) and hatred (M = 2.77, SD = 1.67) were higher than in the neutral condition (M = 2.84, SD = 1.68; M = 2.07, SD = 1.31, respectively), t(249) = 4.37, p = .001, d = 0.42; t(249) = 3.64, p < .001, d = 0.46, respectively. However, the effect size for anger was the largest indicating that the manipulation had the strongest effect on anger. In addition, a 2 (Condition: anger, neutral) x 3 (Emotions: anger, fear, and hatred) within-subjects mixed-measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of condition F(1, 249) = 22.85, p < .001, but more importantly a main effect of emotion type, F(2, 249) = 92.07, p < .001. Post hoc comparisons showed that participants reported significantly more anger (M = 3.80) than fear (M = 3.20) or hatred (M = 2.42), p < .001. Taken together, this indicates that the manipulation was successful at increasing anger more so than other negative emotions.
4. Given that prior research (Halperin, Russell, Dweck, et al., 2011) has demonstrated that the sentiment of hatred can also moderate the behavioral intentions of anger, we also tested a model with hatred as the moderating variable. In this model, there is a significant interaction between condition and hatred (β = .13, SE = 0.05, t = 2.47, p = .01, 95% CI [0.03, 0.24]). However, when implicit theories are included as a covariate, this interaction becomes nonsignificant (p > .10). This supports our argument that implicit theories are the more basic and proximal moderator.
5. We also assessed the emotional sentiments of fear, hope, and contempt as potential control variables.
6. In addition, the manipulation did not have a significant effect on hatred or fear.
7. We again tested a model with the sentiment of hatred as the moderating variable. Here hatred was not a significant moderator, although the interaction was trending in this direction (p < .20). However, when implicit theories are included as a covariate this trend disappears. This supports our argument that implicit theories are the more basic and proximal moderator.
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Appendix A

Implicit Theories About Groups Scale (Study 1)

1. As much as I hate to admit it, you can’t teach an old dog new tricks—groups can’t really change their basic characteristics.
2. Groups can do things differently, but the important parts of who they are can’t really be changed.
3. Every group or nation has basic moral values and beliefs that can’t be changed significantly.
4. Groups that are characterized by violent tendencies will never change their ways.
5. Groups can substantially change the kind of group they are (reversed).

Implicit Theories About Groups Scale (Study 2)

6. Social and political processes can make a difference on the moral and ethical level of companies and nations (reversed).
7. Groups can change even their most basic qualities (reversed).
General Discussion

Anger is a powerful negative emotion that is central to intergroup conflicts, and most often leads to increased aggression and retaliation towards the other side. However some prior research has shown that in certain situations anger can have constructive effects in conflict. Therefore, we aimed to identify a psychological moderator that determines whether anger leads to increased support for conciliatory or aggressive behavioral intentions. We hypothesized that implicit theories about groups could serve as a moderator that determines whether anger is more likely to lead to conciliatory or aggressive responses. We hypothesized that for incremental theorists, anger would increase their support for conciliatory policies, whereas for entity theorists anger would lead to higher support for aggressive. In two different intergroup conflicts, one undergoing a period of escalation and the other in a period of long-term intractability, we found support for both these hypotheses: When people believe groups can change (incremental theorists) anger increased support for conciliatory policies compared to a neutral control condition. In addition, in the second study we showed that anger only increases support for aggressive policies for people who believe groups cannot change (entity theorists). Overall these findings are in line with prior research that has shown that anger is a multi-faceted pluripotent emotion (Halperin, et al., 2011), but identifies implicit theories about groups as a key psychological moderator that can determine the effects of anger in intergroup conflict above and beyond situational variables, political ideology, and sentiments of hatred.

Therefore, this research suggests that implicit theories play an important role in the process of anger appraisals. The core appraisal of anger is that an unfair or unjust act has been committed against oneself or one’s group (Averill, 1982, Mackie, et al., 2000), and thus anger is
associated with the emotional goal of correcting or redressing the perceived wrongdoing or injustice (Carver & Harmon-Jones, 2009; Fischer & Roseman, 2007). However, there can be many possible options present in a given situation to achieve this goal, and therefore additional secondary appraisals can determine how one acts on his or her anger and how one pursues its emotional goal (Thiel, Connelly, & Griffith, 2011, Lazarus, 1991). This research indicates that implicit theories about groups can function as this secondary appraisal, which affects the behavioral outcomes of anger in intergroup conflicts. In other words, anger as an approach emotion provides energy and motivation to act and correct the actions of another group, and implicit theories determine what kind of actions this motivation eventually drives. Much of the time in intergroup conflicts, a belief that the other side will never change is prevalent (Bar-Tal, 2007), and causing anger to drive to aggressive, retaliatory actions. However, the results of this research indicate that even in conflicts there are people who perceive groups as capable of change, and thus for them anger can have constructive effects.

In sum, this research expands our theoretical thinking related to both emotions and implicit theories. First, expands on the literature pointing to the pluripotent nature of emotions. Appraisal theories of emotion argue that emotions can elicit multiple situation dependent behaviors to achieve a goal rooted in the appraisal of a situation (Frijda, 1993; Roseman, 1984, 2001). This study demonstrates that, even in the context of conflict, anger has the capacity to drive both conciliatory and aggressive behavioral intentions. Second, it broadens thinking relevant to implicit theories about groups by showing that these beliefs play an important role as a secondary appraisal to anger, which helps determine which behavioral intention anger increases. On an applied level, this suggests that inducing an incremental mindset may be an effective indirect emotion regulation strategy (see Halperin, Cohen-Chen, & Goldenberg, 2014)
for anger, redirecting it so that it promotes conciliatory rather than aggressive policies. This highlights an important possible place for intervention for conflict resolution. If it is possible to increase beliefs in group-malleability this may make the constructive form of anger more likely and more prevalent, helping to prevent a cycle of increasing aggression and retaliation and to provide motivation for more constructive solutions.

A notable limitation of this study is that we only measured and did not manipulate participants’ implicit theories about groups, and thus cannot make a causal claim about incremental beliefs effects on anger. This was in part based on prior research documenting the difficulty of successfully manipulating implicit theories about groups in a 2x2 design together with another manipulation (see Wohl, et al., 2015). Further, there is already a large body of research demonstrating that inducing incremental theories about groups leads to greater support for conciliatory polices and concession-making in conflicts (Cohen-Chen, et al., 2014; Halperin, et al., 2012; Halperin, et al., 2011). Therefore, we focused on the role of implicit theories as moderator for anger, rather than on changing participants’ implicit theories about groups.

In addition, while the data collected in these studies provide strong evidence that implicit theories moderate the behavioral intentions of anger, it is possible that there are other traits or factors that could have similar effects. For example, personal versus situational attributions for wrongdoing might also affect the behavioral intentions of anger. Furthermore, individuals might have a temperamental or personality based tendency to respond with either conciliatory or aggressive behaviors. Future research could continue to examine other possible moderators, and possibly compare their effects.

We also did not attempt to uncover the mechanism of implicit theories’ effect on anger’s behavioral outcomes. It seems that implicit theories mainly have an effect because they affect
people’s perceptions of the outgroup (Halperin, et al., 2011). In conflicts, people are motivated to see their own group as willing to change and thus that the intransigence of the outgroup is the main barrier to resolving the (Bar-Tal, 2007), thus the conciliatory effects of incremental theories are likely due to a creating a more malleable view of the outgroup.

The last major limitation of the current study is that we only examined the effects on members of the high power group. Therefore, it is possible that this constructive version of anger exists only among the higher power group. The conciliatory policies in this study all represented ways to change the situation to address the possible root causes of the anger inducing actions by the outgroup. In addition, they all represented possible political policies the government could chose to enact. It is possible that the low-power group may not feel they have enough power over the situation to change the outgroups behavior, or that they have little to no influence on government policies. However, there is some evidence that anger can also have constructive effects for the low power group. Anger in the low power group is a primary motivator of collective action, and collective action represents the main way that low power group members can try to affect the more general situation and the behavior of the high power group (Van Zomeren, et al, 2012, 2008). Interestingly, research on collective action has shown that among low power groups’ anger is associated with non-violent normative collective action, but not violent or nonnormative action (Shuman, Cohen-Chen, Hirsch-Hoefler, & Halperin, 2016, Tausch, et al., 2011). Thus, the main difference between high and low power groups may not be whether anger can have constructive effects, but whether they are expressed in support for different political policies or different types of collective action.

In conclusion, this research indicates that implicit theories about groups act as an important psychological moderator for the effects of anger on policy preferences in the context
of intergroup conflicts. Most importantly, when people believe groups can change, anger can increase support for important conciliatory policies. This adds to the existing body of research suggesting that anger is a powerful, pluripotent emotion that can have important constructive effects. These effects of anger are consequential because resolving conflict eventually requires that people overcome apathy and hopelessness and take an active role in creating the change needed to come to a resolution. This research indicates that anger can provide the emotional energy for people to support policies that address events in the conflict, and implicit theories about groups help determine whether these policies are aggressive and retaliatory, or conciliatory and aimed at constructively addressing some of the root issues of the conflict. Further, there is growing evidence that it is possible for psychological interventions to increase belief in possibility of change in intergroup conflicts (Halperin et al., 2011) thus pointing to a route to redirect anger so that it increases conciliatory rather than aggressive policy preferences in conflict.
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